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Abstract There is lots of work on scalar implicature, lots of work on the exceptional scope properties of

indefinites, and comparatively little work on the scalar implicatures of exceptionally scoping indefinites.

This note points out that a phenomenon of ‘exceptional scalar distributivity’ suggests that the scalar

alternatives of indefinites are more abstract than we might have figured: they don’t correspond to any

actually expressible lexemes, and they aren’t strictly speaking alternatives of the indefinite determiner at

all! I develop a rudimentary account, pointing out various issues, predictions, and choice points along the

way, and finally concluding that the data seems to favor an alternative-semantic treatment of exceptional

scope phenomena over standard theories based on choice functions.

1 Scalar implicature, exceptional scope

Indefinites give rise to scalar implicatures. If it matters whether I ate every cookie, example (1) carries

the (primary) implicature that its speaker isn’t in a position to assert that I ate every cookie (generally

strengthened to the secondary implicature that its speaker believes I didn’t eat every cookie).1

Frank ate a cookie.(1)

There’s a standard story about how this goes (given here in vastly simplified form). First, suppose

there’s a set of alternatives lexically or otherwise conventionally associated with the indefinite determiner

(sometimes called a ‘Horn scale’), as in (2). Use these alternatives to calculate all the things (1)’s speaker

might have said, as in (3). Finally, for any relevant alternative A which is logically stronger than the

speaker’s actual utterance, conclude that the speaker fails to believe A, as in (4).

�a�Alt := {a,every}(2)

�Frank ate a cookie�Alt = {Frank ate a cookie, Frank ate every cookie}(3)

¬Bels : Frank ate every cookie(4)

Indefinites also take exceptional scope. We can hear (5) as a claim about a particular student — that

is, with the deeply embedded indefinite receiving apparent widest scope. In contrast, “true” quantifiers

like every student of mine resist wide-scope interpretations in such cases. Replacing a in (5) with every

gives a sentence that can only be understood as a claim about John overhearing rumors of the form

every student so-and-so — that is, with the quantified DP receiving narrowest scope.

John overheard the rumor that a student of mine was expelled.

(after Fodor & Sag 1982: 369, ex. 58)

(5)

There’s also something of a received view about exceptional scope, originally due to Reinhart (1997).

First, we assume that the indefinite determiner is a variable over functions of type (e→ t)→ e, and that

a silent existential closure operator may bind this variable, as summarized in (6).2 Existential closure

∗ Thanks to . . .

1 Primary/secondary terminology borrowed from Sauerland (2004).

2 I follow Heim’s (2011) characterizations of �ai�g and �∃i α�g , and Reinhart’s (1997) characterization of CH. Throughout, I ignore the

possibility of a choice function applying to the empty set. [g[i→ f]\ is the assignment g′ differing at most from g in that g′i = f .
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is restricted to choice functions, functions which take a (non-empty) set into one of its members, as

indicated in (7). Applied to (5), this yields the truth conditions in (8): for some way of choosing students

of mine, John overheard the rumor that that student of mine was expelled.

�ai�g := gi �∃iα�g := ∃f ∈ CH : �α�g[i→f](6)

CH := {f(e→t)→e |∀P ⊋ � : P (f P)}(7)

∃f ∈ CH : John overheard the rumor that f (student of mine) was expelled(8)

This does a decent job representing the wide-scope reading of (5), without any need to move the deeply

embedded indefinite in a way that would over-generate for “true” quantifiers.

2 Scalar implicature with exceptional scope

Importantly for present purposes, exceptional scope readings of indefinites give rise to scalar implica-

tures, just as much as simple constructions like (1). In contexts where the truth of a proposition like (9)

matters (suppose, e.g., that there are rumors about all my students, and we are discussing which ones

John overheard) an utterance of (5) with an intended wide-scope interpretation for the indefinite will

tend to implicate that the speaker is not in a position to assert (9).

∀x ∈ student of mine : John overheard the rumor that x was expelled(9)

Similar things hold of disjunction. First, uses of or often implicate that the speaker wasn’t in a posi-

tion to use and, suggesting that and ∈ �or�Alt, analogously to (3). Second, disjunctions mirror indefinites

in their ability to take exceptional scope — a point originally noted by Rooth & Partee (1982) and depicted

in (10), where the sluiced parenthetical forces a reading with widest-scope disjunction — while and

functions like every in being a much less adventurous scope-taker. This motivates a choice-functional

analysis of disjunction along the lines mooted for indefinites (see Schlenker 2006 for such an account).

Not a single student who picked Greek or Latin (I don’t remember which) passed the exam.

(Schlenker 2006: 306, ex. 38c)

(10)

Third, exceptionally scoping disjunctions precipitate scalar implicatures. The wide-scope construal of

(10) tends to convey that its speaker can’t say of both Greek and Latin that not a single student who

picked it passed the exam.

3 A puzzle

As an empirical matter, none of this is too surprising. Of course exceptionally scoping indefinites and

disjunctions generate scalar implicatures. The choice-functional theory is just a clever way to squeeze

effectively wide-scope truth conditions out of LFs where an indefinite or disjunction has remained in

situ.3 Verbose paraphrases of the exceptional wide-scope readings (e.g., not a single student who picked

Greek passed the exam, or not a single student who picked Latin passed the exam) generate the relevant

implicatures. Wouldn’t it be strange if the truth-conditionally equivalent in situ LFs worked differently?

Theoretically, however, there turns out to be a bit of a puzzle lurking: the received views of scalar

implicature and exceptional scope are incompatible. First, notice that an alternative set containing

3 This is not precisely correct. Choice-functional truth conditions are subtly different from bona fide wide-scope truth conditions,

though in ways that do not seem to affect the present points. See Reinhart 1997: 388–394 and Winter 1997: 433–445 for discussion,

and in particular Reinhart’s suggestions for making the choice-functional analysis exactly equivalent to wide-scoping.
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both �ai�g and �every�g — along the lines of (2) — isn’t well-typed: the former is a variable over choice

functions, type (e→ t)→ e, and the latter a relation between sets, type (e→ t)→ (e→ t)→ t. This is

easy enough to fix; we’re free to think of choice functions as functions from (non-empty) sets into the

Montague-lifts of the individuals returned by some member of CH, as in (11) (see Winter 1997: 437, ex. 87

for a similar idea). This allows us to give the well-typed alternative-set characterization in (12).

CH+ := {F(e→t)→(e→t)→t | ∃f ∈ CH : F = λP.λQ.Q(f P)}(11)

�ai�
g
Alt := {gi,every}(12)

But of course this won’t do either. For one, on the choice-functional theory, existential quantification

doesn’t arise with the indefinite determiner, which denotes a mere variable, but higher in the structure

with the insertion of an existential closure operator. For that reason, it seems like a mistake to associate

the universal scalar alternative with the indefinite determiner. More importantly, though, the route to

exceptional wide scope exploited by indefinites and disjunctions is unavailable to every! As a standard

generalized quantifier, it can only get scope by taking scope. So there’s no way to use the alternative

set in (12) to generate alternatives like (9), and thus no way (12) can undergird a plausible account of

the scalar implicatures that arise in the presence of exceptional scope. To put it in starker terms, the

impossible wide-scope readings of deeply embedded distributive quantifiers (and conjunction) turn out

to be possible, one way or another, in the realm of scalar alternatives!

4 Towards a theory

Back to the drawing board, where there’s sort of an obvious possibility staring us in the face. What if,

contra (11)–(12) (where we associate the universal scalar alternative with the indefinite determiner), we

instead associate the universal scalar alternative with the existential closure operator, as in (13)–(14)?

�ai�
g
Alt := {gi}(13)

�∃iα�gAlt := {∃f ∈ CH : �α�g[i→f],∀f ∈ CH : �α�g[i→f]}(14)

This works for the present cases. But permit me a quick note on how it can be improved. Notice that

(14) spuriously discards any scalar alternatives to α, which will cause us to under-generate implicatures

when α contains another scalar item. The reasons for this are a bit abstruse, but the basic problem is

that the systems for binding and alternative projection step on each others’ toes (you can get a sense

for this by trying to define a better �∃iα�gAlt, one which holds onto α’s alternatives).

A related issue has been noted in connection with alternatives-based theories of questions (see espe-

cially Shan 2004). It’s notable (if not too surprising) that it afflicts scalar alternatives, too. Fortunately,

the difficulty here can be remedied by replacing assignment-dependent alternative sets, as in (13)–(14),

with alternative sets of assignment-dependent meanings, as in (15)–(16). See Rooth 1985, Poesio 1996,

Romero & Novel 2013, Charlow 2014 for discussion.4

�ai�Alt := {λg.gi}(15)

�∃iα�Alt := {λg.∃f ∈ CH : h(g[i→ f]) ,
λg.∀f ∈ CH : h(g[i→ f]) | h ∈ �α�Alt}

(16)

This picture has some interesting consequences. First off, the universal alternative associated with

the existential closure operator evidently doesn’t correspond to any overt or covert lexical item that

4 The structural theory of alternatives advocated by Katzir (2007) avoids these issues, precisely because it gets the layering of

alternatives and assignment-sensitivity right: sets of alternative structures are sets of assignment-dependent objects.
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ever shows up in actual sentences, at least in English. Exceptionally scoping ‘scalar distributivity’ is

evident in the implicatures of exceptionally scoping indefinites because of the universal alternative in

�∃iα�Alt, even as our actually expressible distributive quantifiers remain resolutely unexceptional. I

return to this point in the conclusion.

Second, the implicatures associated with exceptionally scoping indefinites are modulated in non-

trivial ways by independently reckoned properties of exceptional scope. Take (17). Its indefinite can be

construed with widest scope: we can interpret it as ‘about’ three particular relatives of mine (perhaps

there is a line of succession for possession of the family compound, and I am fourth in line).

If three relatives of mine die, I will inherit a house.

(Reinhart 1997: 380, ex. 62)

(17)

This reading clearly doesn’t betray any doubt about the exceptional-scope reading of if four relatives

of mine die, I will inherit a house. Consider what happens if the four deaths were first, second, third, and

fifth in the aforementioned line of succession. I take it the house is still mine! This seems surprising on

its face: I have three kids implicates I don’t have four, and as we’ve seen in earlier examples, exceptionally

scoping indefinites seem to generate the same implicatures as their unembedded counterparts.

On reflection, though, this turns out to be exactly what is predicted. As Ruys (1992) and Reinhart

(1997) emphasize, the exceptional scope reading of (17) means I have three relatives such that, if they

each die, I will inherit a house. It cannot mean that three relatives are mine are each such that, if they

die, I inherit a house. The reason there’s no not-four implicature, then, is that the exceptional-scope

construal of if four relatives of mine die, I will inherit a house is entailed by what the speaker said: if you

can find three relatives of mine such that, if they were to each die, I’d inherit a house, you can certainly

locate four (just add any random one!).5 Conversely, we expect the wide-scope reading of (17) to instead

implicate that its speaker fails to believe if two relatives of mine die, I will inherit a house (wide-scope

reading) — since this stronger alternative was eschewed. And, indeed, this seems to be the case! In sum,

the plural indefinite’s ‘distributive scope’ is trapped in a downward-entailing environment, even as its

existential force projects upward unboundedly. This is why lower numbers yield stronger meanings.6

This is fleshed out in (18)–(20). In (18), three relatives of mine denotes a property characterizing

three-relative pluralities, and invokes alternative properties characterizing relatives-pluralities of various

sizes (∗ is Link’s (1983) pluralization/distributivity operator; I omit assignment-sensitivity). The LF for

the exceptional scope reading of (17) is given in (19), where a silent indefinite determiner introduces

a choice-function variable bound by matrix-level existential closure operator. The characterization of

alternatives in (16) means (20) is invoked as an alternative of (19) (again ignoring irrelevant assignment-

sensitivity). This meaning, where the distributive scope of the plural indefinite is ∗die, asymmetrically

entails �(19)� . Since this stronger alternative wasn’t said, the speaker must not believe it. Nice.

�three relatives of mine� = λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩ three

�three relatives of mine�Alt = {λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩n | n ∈ {one, two, . . . }}
(18)

∃i [if [indefi [three relatives of mine]] die, I will inherit a house](19)

∃f ∈ CH : ∗die(f (λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩ two))⇒ I will inherit a house(20)

It’s worth mentioning that the universal alternative to ∃i isn’t doing any work in this case: if you fail to

believe (20), you already fail to believe the corresponding universal claim.

5 Assuming I have four relatives, of course (cf. fn. 2)!

6 I’m ignoring issues having to do with potential failures of monotonicity in conditionals (e.g., Sobel sequences). I’d guess that such

cases behave differently than the examples discussed here vis à vis implicature, but I haven’t thought about this in any depth.
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We’re now in position to observe one final puzzle. As we might expect, the exceptional scope reading

of (21) has an anti-universal implicature. Actually, on closer inspection it seems to implicate something

stronger: that I have exactly one relative whose death would be enough to get me a house (of course, a

similar implicature is generated for simple cases like (1), as well, cf. Fox 2007). Longer-windedly, there’s

a relative of mine whose death nets me a house, and there aren’t two relatives of mine who are each such

that their deaths net me a house! Notice that in the second conjunct of the implicature, the distributivity

inference is scoping over the conditional. Once again, ‘scalar distributivity’ scopes exceptionally.

If a relative of mine dies, I’ll inherit a house.(21)

Clearly, this implicature isn’t explained by the universal alternative to the existential closure operator.

It also doesn’t help to treat a as numeral-like, as in (22)–(24) below. This approach certainly generates

an alternative with two in it, in (24), but the fact that the distributive scope of the two-relatives-of-mine

plurality occurs in a downward-entailing context means (24) is already entailed by �(23)� .

�a relative of mine� = λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩ one

�a relative of mine�Alt = {λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩n | n ∈ {one, two, . . . }}
(22)

∃i [if [indefi [a relative of mine]] dies, I will inherit a house](23)

∃f ∈ CH : ∗die(f (λx.x ∈ ∗relative of mine∩ two))⇒ I will inherit a house(24)

Nor can this be fixed by simply supposing that the alternatives to (23) include propositions like there are

two choice functions, such that so-and-so. Choice functions are more finely individuated than individuals.

Even if there’s exactly one relative of mine whose death gets me a house, there are potentially very

many — and almost certainly at least two — choice functions that witness the truth of (23).7

These points suggest that taking another approach may be fruitful. Instead of using choice functions

to secure exceptional scope taking, let us assume that the core meaning of an indefinite is identical to its

‘scalar’ alternatives, as in (25) (again ignoring assignments). I use scare quotes with ‘scalar’ here because

the alternatives do not actually form any kind of scale; like the core-meaning alternatives, they’re simply

a bunch of atomic individuals (viz., my relatives). Assuming core-meaning alternatives expand in the

same way as scalar alternatives as we climb the tree, the core-meaning and scalar alternatives associated

with (21) will both be given by (26): in both dimensions, the relative-of-mine alternatives expand to yield

a set of alternative conditional propositions at the sentence level.

�a relative of mine� = �a relative of mine�Alt = {x | x ∈ relative of mine}(25)

{x dies⇒ I will inherit a house | x ∈ relative of mine}(26)

These two dimensions of alternatives march together in lockstep until an existential closure operator

is encountered, as in (27). At that point, the core meaning becomes a singleton set containing a simple

existentially quantified truth condition (gotten by taking the infinitary join/union of the prejacent α’s

core meaning). For (26) this gives (28).

�∃α� := {
∨
�α�}

�∃α�Alt := {
∧
s | s ⊆ �α�Alt ∧ s ≠ �}

(27)

{∃x ∈ relative of mine : x dies⇒ I will inherit a house}(28)

7 Sauerland (1998) argues that cardinal quantification over individuals can be simulated with quantification over pointwise different

choice functions, where f and g are pointwise different iff∀P ∈ Domf ∩Domg : f P ≠ gP . Notice, though, that this predicts the

not-two implicature of (21) to presuppose that I have at least two relatives (two pointwise different choice functions are never both

defined on a property holding of fewer than two individuals)! This looks to be incorrect: the not-two implicature is consistent with

us not knowing whether the speaker has two relatives or not. Abels & Martí (2010: 447–9) give another way to count choice functions,

but it forces existential closure to form a constituent with the numeral and is for that reason not a good fit for exceptional scope.
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a∧ b∧ c

a∧ b a∧ c b∧ c

a b c

Figure 1: A meet semilattice (turned upside-down).

Simultaneously, a new set of scalar alternatives is calculated, by individually conjoining all non-empty

subsets of the scalar alternatives associated with the prejacent α.8 For (26) this yields a set of alternatives

equivalent to (29). Technically, this set forms a meet semilattice, as depicted in Figure 1 if we assume

my relatives are Al, Bob, and Carol, and use [a\ to abbreviate that if Al dies I inherit a house, etc.

{
∧
{x dies⇒ I will inherit a house | x ∈ s} | s ⊆ relative of mine∧ s ≠ �}(29)

All that’s left is to reap what we sowed: for any alternative A in (29) logically stronger than the core

meaning in (28), conclude that the speaker isn’t certain that A is the case. In the present example, this

means every alternative depicted in Figure 1. If we assume the speaker is opinionated (i.e., for each

relevant A, Bels : A or Bels : ¬A), we’ll strengthen a number of these not-certain implicatures into certain-

not implicatures — more specifically, as many as we can without imputing any irrationality to the speaker

in light of (28) (e.g., Sauerland 2004, Fox 2007). This amounts to one certain-not implicature for each

alternative in the middle and top rows of Figure 1, leaving only the alternatives that are about exactly

one relative, exactly as desired. Thus, we have both exceptional scope for the indefinite (afforded by

alternative expansion plus existential-closure-at-a-distance) and a robust, general account of exceptional

scalar distributivity (afforded by the characterization of the alternatives to existential closure).

Taking stock, the alternatives-based account I have just sketched represents an attractive option,

but it’s important to note that (a) it takes us rather far afield of the received, choice-functional view

of exceptional scope, and (b) it is still incomplete in two important ways. First, alternative projection

and existential closure as standardly conceived are fundamentally unselective (e.g., Rooth 1996, Wold

1996) — existential closure operators necessarily capture every source of alternatives in their scope.

This turns out to be a poor fit for indefinites, as demonstrated by the fact that (30), with two indefinites

in the antecedent of the conditional, has no fewer than three exceptional scope readings.9

If a persuasive lawyer visits a relative of mine, I will become rich.(30)

Second, even though the unselectivity of the alternative-semantic existential closure operator allows us

to forestall questions having to do with the interactions of alternatives and binding, these issues will

need to be addressed sooner or later. As I’ve argued elsewhere (e.g., [Author] 2014: 152), the alternatives-

over-assignments layering which, as we saw in (15) and (16), can be used to help reconcile alternatives

8 Alonso-Ovalle (2006, 2008) explores something very similar to treat the exclusivity implicatures associated with disjunction (though

he does not discuss indefinites or exceptional scope phenomena, and does not associate scalar alternatives with the existential

closure operator). My argument here, to the extent it succeeds, can thus be taken as support for Alonso-Ovalle’s general approach.

9 Technically, these readings could be secured with judicious applications of QR and ∃. More complicated examples like each boyi
believes that hei would become rich if a persuasive lawyer were to visit a relative of hisi have readings that this putative approach

cannot account for, however (i.e., with the two indefinites taking exceptional scope in different ways outside the conditional).
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and binding, turns out to be incompatible with using alternative semantics to theorize about exceptional

scope-taking for indefinites (try to imagine what set of assignment-dependent individuals you would

associate with, e.g., a relative of hisi; see Shan 2004: 295 for relevant discussion).

As I point out in [Author] 2014, both of these problems can be overcome. There are alternative,

conservative, ways of formulating alternative semantics which (a) entail full selectivity and (b) allow

us to retain the assignments-over-alternatives layering that indefinites demand. There are thus no

serious obstacles to using alternative semantics to explain exceptional scope. To the contrary, I argue

that the alternative-semantic account of exceptional scope improves on choice-functional theories in

various respects, which recommends an alternatives-based account of the implicatures associated with

exceptional scope, like the one sketched here.10

5 Conclusion

Our main conclusion is this: the alternatives that give rise to scalar implicatures in exceptional scope

configurations are more abstract than we might have thought. Whether we pursue the choice-functional

or alternative-semantic accounts of exceptional scope, the distributively quantified alternatives associ-

ated with the existential closure operator do not seem to correspond to any expressible lexical items. If

they did, we would get a lot more distributive exceptional scope-taking than we actually do.

Or would we? One possibility worth exploring is that the distributive alternatives associated with

existential closure are expressible in principle, but that they bear (unvalued) features that render then

incompatible with the featural specification on the indefinite determiner — which, recall, bears no

quantificational force of its own (e.g., Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002, Kratzer 2005; see Szabolcsi 2015

for a more semantically oriented perspective). The conjecture, then, would be that English’s indefinite

determiner is ineluctably existential — meaning, more precisely, that it has no synonymous counterpart

with distributive-closure-operator-compatible features. What differentiates languages like English from

languages like Japanese (which is able to express distributive quantification at a distance using the

additive particle -mo) is that the latter’s indefinites bear (valued) features compatible with distributive

closure operators. As such, distributive closure operators would be lexicalized in English after all, but it

would turn out that no sentence-sized constituents with them could ever be grammatical.

I’ve also suggested that alternatives-based accounts of exceptional scope may do a better job giving

the full range of distributive scalar implicatures than choice-functional theories, while papering over

issues having to do with selectivity and the interaction of alternatives and binding (though I think the

way forward is promising).

There are a number of things I haven’t considered. For example, I have assumed without argument

that constructions with indefinites express existentially quantified propositions. This seemed like the

easiest path to hew — in particular, the existential closure operator seemed like an obvious candidate

for the thing that introduces scalar alternatives. But it is also crucial to consider referential theories

of indefinites (e.g., Kratzer 1998, 2003), along with discourse-referential (i.e., dynamic) accounts (e.g.,

Karttunen 1976, Heim 1982, and many others). Geurts (2009) in particular emphasizes that dynamic

treatments of indefiniteness offer natural solutions to various puzzles that arise in connection with

scalar implicature. Of note in this respect is that dynamic semantics can be seen as a kind of alternative

semantics ([Author] 2014: 159), which suggests that it would be worth considering the various ways in

which the alternatives-based account sketched here might be scaled up.

10 Conversely, to the extent that the implicature-based argument about constructions like (21) is successful, we’ll have another

reason to favor alternatives-based theories of exceptional scope.
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